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Art. No.: AA0152

LED Ring Light for Smartphone
Ø25 cm, Stand, Remote Shutter, Lighting Controls

Vlogging Kit

Best LED Ring Light for Vlogging
This LED ring light with a stand can choose from different brightness levels of 
warm, cool, and natural by lighting controls. Also, it is easy to rotate your phone 
position to capture your best angle in optimal lighting. Comes with a remote 
shutter for hands-free content creation. This all-in-one vlogging kit has 
everything you need for an exquisite visual contents.
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Create Your Best Selfie

Make Video Look Professional

1% 100%10 brightness options from 1% to 100%

Natural Warm Cool

Brightness+

Brightness-

Capture the Best Angle

Equipped with a flexible gooseneck arm and 360° 
rotatable metal ballhead/phone holder; great for 
adjusting the light and your smartphone to vertical or 
horizontal as you need. Makes you have the best angle 
while streaming live.

Adjust the color 
temperature

Height
Adjustable
Up to 40 cm

4–7”
Smartphone

With a stand extendable up to 40 cm. It can be 
adjusted height into a desktop stand or a floor 
stand. Comes with a remote shutter for allowing
to control your phone when taking pictures or 
recording videos.

Place Your Ring Light Anywhere

The LED ring light is perfect for capturing 
flattering light. Lighting controls allows you to 
dim the brightness of the light and change the 
color temperature. It turns a dim room into a 
professional-looking environment with little 
effort.

The LED ring light delivers shadow-free lighting 
and striking circular catchlights in the eyes. 
It is an excellent tool when shooting video or 
portraits. Ideal for vloggers, makeup artists,
and social influencers.
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Package Contents:
» 1x LED Ring Light
» 1x Smartphone Holder
» 1x Remote Shutter
» 1x User Manual

Package Information: 
» Packing Dimension: 285x265x35 mm
» Packing Weight: 0,9 kg
» Carton Dimension: 550x370x300 mm
» Carton Q‘ty: 20 pcs
» Carton Weight: 19 kg

Specifications:

USB Input DC 5 V/2 A 10 W max.

Ring Light Diameter 25 cm

Light Source 120x LEDs

Color Temperature 3200–6400 K

CRI (Color Rendering Index) 80 RA

Maximum Lamp Bead Power 0.5 W

Total Lumen 700 LM

Light Color Warm light, Natural light, Cool light

Lifetime 100000 hours

Lighting Controls Power button, Color Temperature Switch, Dimmer buttons

Remote Shutter Distance Operation distance up to 10 m

Height Adjustament of Stand Up to 40 cm

Material ABS

Dimensions 28,5x26,5x3,5 cm

Weight 0,83 kg

Cable Length 1,8 m
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